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About This Content

Three new songs, three new challenges, and three new awesome pieces of gear!
Test your Metronomicon skill to the max with Chiptune Challenge Pack 2!

First off, adopt a cute and cuddly Kewpie Clark and take on "Challenge" by ChronoWolf.
Help the plushie survive to win an item for the most extreme of dance master.

Then, try "Lazarus" by Dya to take on a gang of enemies at once, for the chance to empower Clark's Purify.
What if Purify could make you immune too incoming debuffs?

Finally, Popskyy's "ABXY" sets up a challenge with trouble aplenty, in the first challenge where you can get Meteor Attacked
while having to dodge land mines!

Survive the fight to power up Gruver's Big Pharm, making it affect even more heroes!

All three songs are playable in both Freeplay and Challenge modes!
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Title: The Metronomicon - Chiptune Challenge Pack 2
Genre: Action, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Puuba
Publisher:
Akupara Games
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10

Processor: Intel Core i3 or equivalent

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: 1GB, OpenGL 1.5+

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Sound Card: One that allows sound to come out of a sound maker

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian
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I love the game, and the play is good, but it crashes stupidly often.. A decent rpgmaker game that is worth playing to the end ,
has tons of branching options , simple rpg concept and average grinding.
According to the dev a revamp version should be out sometime later but the story is good enough to playthrough once , game
does crash during long plays so be sure to keep saving.

Wish it had better music and a map. https://youtu.be/VkNA6yfOEqs

Floating lost in deep space isn't the best way to go through life, but at least the cat is friendly. This puzzle game tasks the player
to reconnect the broken ship systems represented with math puzzles.

Part crossword, sudoku and deduction the puzzles in this game ramp up very quickly creating a jagged learning curve that may
easily frustrated players. Visuals are rather lackluster but the sound track helps make up for that small flaw.. Age of Blunder

What could have been a fun game is ruined by the fact that most people cannot get the game to run. If you are lucky enough to
play it, you won't be looting any towns with your friends because the Gamespy servers are offline...permanently. Better to save
yourself from walking the plank with this mess before you find yourself in Davy Jones' Locker.. This Software is Great!
Excellent for Manga making
Pros.
Free Body Movement
Expression ready
Easy to build Manga
Workshop Support
Cons.
Fixed Canvas size (no Custom Canvas size)

Hope the next update will have a custom canvas size.
so far so good.. Its sadly just super unpolished. Enemies don't react to projectiles missing them by half a meter as long as you
are far enough away, the shadow mapping easily falls apart, enemies walk through solid objects, can't progress at certain parts of
the levels w/o teleportation, mountains rendered in the distance are super subjective to that ♥♥♥♥♥♥ looking Unity LOD pop
in, books other than the grimoire are still oriented wrongly...

I really tried to love that title and surprisingly the lore, text and even the one man (?) voice overs are fine and in parts really
good. It is certainly a labor of love and the developer is really nice. Ultimately though, its just way to unfinished to recommend
it.. If you love double jumping and killing for score this is your game there is no good selction of guns and need so much work
to make it better not worth anything a free game is better than this.

Pros:
Double jump

cons:
buggy
Gun texture mess up
get boring after 5 mins
no updates that help the game

conculsion this game needs a lot of changes and a new look i reccomend the devs take time and try and fix it or make a new
game as this is not a game id buy.
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Great game for being a point and click game. THe ship has its own way of getting you worked up. Highly sugest plaing all the
way through at one sitting late at night for best experience. Durring the adventure a picture of a ship is hown on the wall,
chances are you will never take mental note of it untill the very end of the game and realize what the picture of that ship was. If
no lookup the ship name on google images afterwards. I definatly recomend this game to anyone. Its a good creepy, pyscological
horror.. Oh boy. Another horror game. This is me being facious. This game is boring, andthe horror is non existant.

The best thing I can say about this game is the translation, which gives comical moments as the dialogue doesn't make sense. But
regardless, you get a game that ugly to look at, very confusing in where it wants you to go, and doesn't have anything close to the
word fun.

Also, had to restart twice after the game would not allow me to shut it down.

More information and first impressions here: http://youtu.be/pwnvPLMnYd4. Very nice and original game
- nice concept of changing direction when touching the wall (not typical for platformer games)
- calming music
- only 20 levels (why? pls make more:)
. I wish there were a "Not right now" option for recommending a game, espeically with all these early access games, but for now
I will just say I do not recommend this game. Don't get me wrong, it has a TON of potential. I can really see where the game
could go...in a few years. Which is exactly the problem. It will take quite a long time for this game to really reach its potential. I
say give it a year at least, maybe two and see how things are then.

I know it's early access, but I didn't realize it was quite this early. I would almost not call this game in an alpha state just yet. It is
more like a pre-alpha, behind closed doors only test phase in its current form. For me it was just too early access.

The good:
The enviornemtns look awesome. They are creative, varied and make you want to just explore around, since it's an open world
you can definitely do just that.

The combat has a decent start. It has a sort of Dark Souls vibe with how attacks work and change with each weapon you use.

The spells seemed interesting and I liked that you could use two different stones to get various different spells for a decent level
of customization.

The bad (most if not all of these will probably be fixed at some point):
No quest log. There are quests and the quest log is there, but the log is currently not working so it can be hard to remember what
to do unless you write it down.

No interactive map. It's basically just a still image. At least an indicator of my current location would be awesome.

No voice acting. I don't want to totally put the game down for that. Obviously voice acting is a huge undertaking and maybe the
game will eventually have it, maybe it wont. Just be aware that you will have to do a lot of reading here.

No customizable controls. That wouldn't be so bad, but the hotkeys (in my opinion) are very strangely set up.

No controller support (yet). I don't know if controller support is planned but this game really would feel a lot better with a
controller in my opinion.

The game doesn't save your position. When you quit or the game crashes or whatever, you start back in the hut you started the
game in. You do keep all your items though, so I found it kind of strange that it doesn't save your position when you quit.

The game crashes fairly often. I had two crashes in about an hour.

Enemies are a bit easy. While I said it did have a Dark Souls vibe, the AI is a bit weak. The first several enemies I ran in to just
walk at you and attack. If you time it right you can use this huge greatsword I found and one shot the enemy before it even gets
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one attack off. This changed a tiny bit when I ran in to a few shield enemies but it still wasn't that challenging.

There are several areas you will explore just to find nothing there. I went in to a cave with some skeletons, worked my way to
the back and found...a wall with a crack in it that looked like it had something behind it but I couldn't break it no matter what I
tried. So then I found another path in to the same cave but at a different area. That path had no enemies and led straight to a
dead end with nothing in it. So I turned back around, found yet another cave, walked through it, killed an enemy or two, swam
in some water, and found a way out. It led to this high narrow bridge like thing. I followed that all the way to the end
and...nothing, the bridge just suddenly stops at a massive drop off.. With that skin pack Elian looks like Naruto >.<
. Recommending this DLC is a bit of a slippery slope for me. On one hand, it seems kind of pricey for what it provides, and the
total game has issues of it's own. On the other hand, this is good DLC that may be pricey at $15, but proportionally adds enough
at half of the base game's price.

Other than later Roman rule over Sicily (and some mobster culture\/ pizza culture that came from it) I didn't really know a lot
about it's history. Learning some fun facts about certain places and peoples was fun, but for learning about such things alone,
there are books and documentaries.

The main thing is that Sicily is an island for you to take control of. There is quite a bit of Greek cultured factions on the island
that you have to face. Having hoplites bash against each other or having units outmaneuver them can be fun, but it suffers from
the same problem as pretty much all strategy games. It gets to be the same old formula after a while. This is made worse by
there being limited unit types, especially when just referring to the cultures within Sicily. The island has mountains to go
around, rivers to cross, and resources to control. It is fun taking over the island, showing the Greeks whatfor, and it can give the
feeling of fighting a civil war at times with many similar units but a few differences. The DLC is for if you want to add more to
the game and enjoy another slice of history to play around in.

To make a roundabout review more concise, if you already have Hegemony III, then this DLC seems worth it. If you want to get
the base game and wonder if this DLC (though the only at the time of this review) adds enough to be worth getting, then I
recommend that it is.. Great Game for passing time <3 loved it !!. It does a good job finding the drivers I need. Problem is I
wonder why they keep going to newer version such as Version 6 and not letting us, who've had 5 already and bought it, to
upgrade to 6 for no extra charge.... All I can say is that this is a good book.
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